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Meeting Notice
At WESTPEX '86, a regional meet

ing of the CZSG at the Cathedral Hill
Hotel, Van Ness Avenue and Geary,
San Francisco, California, on Satur
day, April 26, 1986 at 3:00 p.m. Details
from Dick Salz, 60-27th Avenue, San
Francisco, CA 94121. This will be the
17th annual consecutive regional meet
ing to be held at WESTPEX stamp
shows!

There will be a meeting ofthe CZSG
at the American Philatelic Society
meeting to be held in Washington, D.C.
on Saturday. August 23. 1986. Please
see the next issue of The Canal Zone

Philatelist for details, or contact
Richard D. Bates, Jr., PO Box 40583,
Palisades, Station, Washington, D,C.
20016.

Fig. 2. 5¢ design.

Fig. 3, 10¢ design.

were squeezed in below it on the first version),
15<1(this legend is larger and placed on two
lines in the second version compared to one
small line on the first; also the steep angle of
the plane on the first version is not used on the
second), 30<1(again the "25th ANNIVER
SARY" legend is moved and made larger on
the second version).

(Continued on page 3)

Fig, 1. First Sketches.

pared pen and ink sketches six times the
postage stamp size, Figs. 2-7. There are
minor differences between these first and
second versions of all values, but especially on
the 10<1(on the second version "25th ANNI
VERSARY" is above the location of Panama
on the map and "OPENING PANAMA
CAN AL" is below Panama, while these words

Mail Sale No. 15
Consignments for the 15th mail sale

may be sent between June 2 and July
3, 1986 to George W. Stilwell, Rt. 1,
Box 387-A, Fair Play, S.C. 29643. Cer
tificates are necessary on all Scott Nos.
1, 2, 3, and 15. Please ship insured or
registered. The sale will take place in
either late September or early October,
1986.

Original Designs of
Anniversary

Air Mail Stamps
By Gilbert N. Plass

The set of six Anniversary Air Mail stamps
was issued on July 15, 1939, exactly one
month before the 16 stamps of the regular
postage set. The air mail set commemorates
both the 25th anniversary of the opening of
the Panama Canal and the 10th anniversary
of Air Mail service. The air mail stamps were
designed by Virgil D. Westbrook.

He first made pencil sketches twice the size
of the postage stamps, Fig. 1. Then he pre-

AMERIPEX '86

Vice President's Report
Richard D. Bates, Jr.

P.O. Box 40583
Palisades Station

Washington, D.C. 20016

It is the little things that count. Well, at
least some of the time.

Recently I visited a bourse. As is often the
case. while waiting for that prize stamp to
materialize, I spent much of my time looking
for interesting cancellations. And in my
rummaging. I found some nifty blocks of
Scott Nos. 105 and 118. There were two
blocks offour ofthe H "Gorgas," and a block
of 6 and a block of 8 with plate number of the
WI' Franklin provisional overprint. Each had
attractive and distinct Albrook Field cancel
lations. includIng handstamps. rollers. and
machine_cancellations._-All_together, _this_ ~
mighty selection catalogues $2.04. I bought
them because the price was right, and they
would make nice additions to my cancella
tions on stamps collection.

(Continued on page 7)

- R.H. Salz

As previously reported we will have
a "lounge" area on the exhibition floor
at AMERPIEX '86. In order to prop
erly staff this area it will need a bit of
help by CZSG members. If anyone can
donate just one hour of their time it
would be a great help; so please drop a
note to John C. Smith, 408 Redwood
Lane, Schaumburg, IL 60193, and let
him know if and when you are avail
able. Thanks.

Our CZSG meeting at 3:00 p.m. on
Saturday, May 24,1986, will be held in
the SAS room at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel. We will have the pleasure of
hearing from George W. Brett, CZSG
No.1, who will give a talk on "Life in
the Canal Zone - philatelically and
otherwise." George is an expert on
Bureau Issues, Canal Zone stamps, a
past president of the CZSG, and one
heck of a nice guy. His talk will be most
informative, entertaining, and inter
esting. Try and be there!
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CZSG Mail Sale Prices
By Gilbert N. Plass

The results obtained at the fall Canal Zone
Study Group Mail Sale can only be described
as sensational. Many of the rarer errors sold

Auctions
By Gilbert N. Plass

Only a relatively small number of Canal
Zone stamps were offered in the commercial
auctions during the past quarter. The rarer
stamps continue to bring very good prices. In
the following list the price realized is given
with the catalogue price in parenthesis as
listed in the auction catalogue. The name of
the auction house follows. All items are unused
and without serious defects unless mentioned
otherwise. All prices have been rounded to
the nearest dollar except for those less than
$10.

Scott No. 12, PANAMA in bk. of 6, $75
($95) Fox; 13b, antique ZONE, $105 ($125)
Fox; 13, inv. M in PANAMA in bk. of 4, $190
($150) Fox; 15, og, missing perfs, $1800
($2150) Kaufmann.

Scott No. 38 (11 copies) on cover, paquebot
cover, pink Havana, Cuba, Mar. 10, 1916
PAQUEBOT marking, $155 Spelman; 46,
nh, vf, $200 ($250) Fox; 84d, booklet pane (no
tab) on reg. card to England, $115 Spelman;
85, pI. bl. of 6, $375 ($160) Superior.

Scott No. C02, on 1943 cover, $30 Spelman;
C08-12, used, sl. thin, $730 ($975) Superior;
C09, used, f-vf, $210 ($250) Kelleher; UXI0,
$2.25 ($1.25) UPSS; UXC4, $3.25 ($2.50)
UPSS.

Addresses of above auctioneers. William
A. Fox, 676 Morris Ave., Springfield, NJ
07081; John W. Kaufmann, Inc., 1522 K St.,
N.W., Washington, DC 20005; Daniel F.
Kelleher Co., Inc., 40 Broad St., Suite 830,
Boston, MA 02109; Henry M. Spelman III,
P.O. Box 645, San Anselmo, CA 94960;
Superior Stamp and Coin Co., Inc., 9301
Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90210;
United Postal Stationery Society, Box 48,

Redlands, CA 92373.

on results that I have tabulated over a period'
of many years. The results are shown in Table
3 for the major Scott numbers and in Table 4
for the errors and varieties. This number
means, for example, that a complete collection
of the major numbers of Canal Zone postal
cards has a current catalogue value which is
equal to the catalogue value of ten years ago
increased at a compound rate of 15.6% a year
over the 10 year period. This is an excellent
return for any long term investment and is to
be compared with a ten year compound
growth of only 6.0% for the Dow Jones Indus
trial average. Over the past 10 years Canal
Zone stamps have clearly been a better invest
ment than the average stock. This is not a
prediction of what will happen in the future,
but increasing demand and extremely limited
supply are determining the prices of U.S.
Possessions stamps.

Ten year
compound

growth
10.4%
18.6%
15.7%

Ten year
compound

growth
12.4%
14.6%
15.6%

6.0%

1986 Percent
change

$16,653 0.3%
4,725 4.0%
2,817 1.3%

Five Year
compound

growth
7.4%

11.3%
12.1%

Five Year
compound

growth
8.5%

10.6%
8.2%
9.8%

1985

$16,605
4,545
2,782

Table 2
Errors and Varieties

1986 Percent
change

$264,966 $266,364 0.5%
8,279 9,303 12.4%

21,420 21,620 0.9%

Table 3

Major Scott Numbers

Table 1
Major Scott Numbers

1985

Postage stamps
Envelopes
Postal cards

Postage stamps
Envelopes
Postal cards
Dow Jones

Industrials

Postage stamps
Envelopes
Postal cards

Postage stamps
Envelopes
Postal cards

Each year I calculate the catalogue price of
a complete unused collection of each major
number of Canal Zone regular, airpost, post
age due, and official (used price taken where
unused is not given) stamps. The results are
given in Table 1 together with the percentage
price increase during the past year. The
major number of Canal Zone envelopes
(regular, air mail, and registration) catalogue
at the prices shown on the second line of the
table. The third line of the table shows the
total catalogue price of regular and air mail
postal cards. The same data for all the errors
and varieties listed and also priced in the
Scott Specialized is shown in Table 2. Price
totals are adjusted for stamps priced in one
catalogue and not in another. For this reason
the 1985 prices may not agree exactly with
those given a year ago. but all figures in the
tables presented each year are comparable.

Price increases are more meaningful over
a longer time span than one year as there can
be many reasons for short term fluctuations.
For this reason the compound annual per
centage increase in value over the last five
and ten year periods were calculated based

Table 4
Errors and Varieties

still being made. I note that on Scott Nos. 1-3
that the 1986 catalogue states "violet to violet
blue handstamp", while previous catalogues
stated "blue-black handstamp". This is an

important improvement for the collector, as
any stamp with a blue-black handstamp is
almost certainly a forgery. The genuine
stamps all have overprints with violet or
violet-blue shades.

Scott 1986
Specialized Catalogue

Reviewed by Gilbert N. Plass
November 1985 saw the appearance of the

new Scott Specialized Catalogue on schedule.
It contains a very complete listing of the
errors and major varieties of the Canal Zone.

With only a few exceptions the price changes
are upwards this year mostly in the better
errors and varieties. A few examples are
Scott No. 17b, $17.50 ($12.50) - price in the
1985 Specialized in parenthesis; Scott No.
22g, inverted center and overprint, $2250
($2000); 7lc, CANAL only $850 ($750); 86f,
86g, 86h, each is now $1500 compared to
$1250 in last catalogue; J3, $500 ($425); J 14,

$300 ($250); Ulb, Frame only, $2000 ($1500):
UZd, frame double, $1750 ($1400); U14, $550

($400); UX3a, double ovpt., $2500 ($2000),
UX6, $1000 ($850).

This accurate and useful listing of Canal
Zone stamps with the latest prices is extremely
useful to the collector. It has evolved through
many years of cooperation with the Canal
Zone Study Group and improvements are

The Canal Zone Philatelist
(lSSN 0746-004 X)

A.P.S. Affiliate No. 42
Gilbert N. Plass, Editor

P.O. Box 9973
College Station, Texas 77840

The Canal Zone Philatelist (USPS 556-140)
is published quarterly for $8.00 per year
which includes membership in the Canal
Zone Study Group. 10.000 East Broadway,
Tucson, AZ 85748. Second-class postage paid
at Tucson, AZ. Send subscriptions, changes
of address and complaints of non-delivery to
the Secretary, Alfred R. Bew, 29 S. South
Carolina Ave., Atlantic City, NJ 0840l.

Display advertising accepted from CZSG
members only at the following rates per
insertion:

one column, two inches $10.00
one column, five inches 20.00
two columns, five inches 35.00

No larger advertisements than above are
accepted. Remittance must accompany copy.
Deadline for ads, first day of Mar., June,
Sept., Dec. Advertising copy should be sent to
William T. Moore, Advertising Manager,
1357 Lori Lane, Ogden, UT 84404.

Articles and information for publication
should be sent to Gilbert N. Plass, Editor,
Box 9973, College Station, TX 77840.
Manuscripts must be double-spaced typed or
printed copy. Glossy photographs must be
supplied for figures of stamps or covers
which must show clearly against black back
groundil. Ph()tocopi~_ are_ not satisfactory. If
you need help, write to the Editor. The author
must advise the Editor if the article has been

published or is being considered for publica
tion elsewhere.

Copyright 1986
The Canal Zone Study Group
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at prices from nearly full catalogue to 30%
above catalogue! Apparently collectors are
appreciating the rarity of many of these
items.

A few examples of the expensive errors and
other stamps: Scott No. 22b, vert. pr., imperf.
btw. in strip of 3, $1400 ($1100); 32a, vert. pr.,
imperf. btw., $480 ($400); 55b, horiz. pr., one
without ovpt., y," tear and paper wrinkle in
selvage only, $650 ($500); 56c, horiz. pr., one
without ovp., $600 ($500); 56f, ZONE double
in pro with normal, $725 ($700); 86g, vert. pr.,
one without ovp., $1750 ($1500); C08-12,
used, CTO as usual, vf, $1000 ($910).

There follows a listing of some other realiza
tions from this sale. There is only space to
present a small selection from the prices
realized.

Scott No.1 used on piece, s.e., $300 ($475);
1, strip of 3 on cover, $1150 ($1500): 1, st. of 3
on cover (diff. from previous) $1200 ($1500);
?, part og, $230 ($250); 12 var., AN AMA and
PAN AM, $90 ($80); 12 var., PAMANA up,
$58 ($60); 13c, PAN AMA double, perfs cut at
B, $400 ($550); 14 var., right PAN AMA 5 mm
below bar, perfs close at Band L, $105 ($110);
15, usual dist. trap. og, vf, $1850 ($2150); 15,
used, 3rd A accented at R, repaired tear at L,
perf. tear at LR, nib bed perfs at T, $2400
($2150); 20c, 8 cts omitted, $400 ($500).

Scott No. 23b, vert. pr., one without ovp.,
reinforced, sm. thin, $900 ($1250); 32, 33, nh,
$36 ($17); 40, nh, $32 ($17); 42 var., 10 mm
spacing in bl. of 4, $52; 44 var., 10 mm
spacing in bl.of 4, $110; 46, nh, $300 ($250);
48, og, f-vf, $650 ($800); 48-50, nh, $180
($120); 54,Hnh, $190 ($200); 65, nh, $68 (l65);
66, og, $110 ($135); 68-69, og, $20 ($25).

Scott No. 7le, booklet pane of 6, $105
($105); 75, nh, f, $36 ($40); 76, nh, f-vf, $30
($35); 80, 2nd printing, nh $70 ($65); 85 var.,
wrong font ZONE, og, thin, $130 ($4+); 86a,
ZONE ZONE in bl. of 9, error f, $625 ($882);
87, nh, $40 ($40); 88, nh, $28 ($28); 89, nh, $28
($22); 91 var., CANAL shifted to L in bl. of 4,
s.e. as always, $130 ($100); 95, nh, $170
($135); 95, used, f, $40 ($45).

Scott No. 1I5c, booklet pane of 6 handmade,
booklet with 2 panes, $420 ($500); 142-146,
nh; f-vf, $7.50 ($7.00); 163a, C48a, C49a, all
with large black tab, complete booklets, $56
($59); 163a booklet pane of 6 with large blue
tabs, complete booklet of 4 panes, $32 ($15).

Scott No. C6-14, nh, $20 ($22); C15-20, nh,
$60 ($84); C011, unused, nh, f+-vf, $625; 24
var., Bliss PD Prov., stained gum, $240; 24
var., Bliss PD prov., used, horiz crease, $220;
J1, nh, $66 ($65); J1, block of 4 on cover, $145;
J2 (pair) + 39 on cover, $380; J3, used, $58
($50); J4, nh, $21 ($9); J5 (3) on mourning
cover from England, LR stamp torn, $525;
J6, nh, $110 ($30); J8-9, og, $90 ($42); J11, nh,
$56($30); J12. used. $100($130).

Scott Nos. 01-9 (less 03 and 08), nh, f-vf, $80
($76); 03, used, $42 ($35); 08, CTO as always,
f-vf, $440 $650); OX1, $30 ($30); OX2, $56
($60): OX3-6 in bl. of 4. $70 ($77); OX6c var,
double impression with wmk, bl. of 4, $500;
73, perf "P", bl. of 4, og, gum bends, $80; 75,
perf "P", nh, $72; C11, perf "P", used, $42.

Scott No. Ul, $78 ($95); U14, $440 ($500);
U15, $240 ($250); UC2a, $62 ($75); UFla,

legal size, $900 ($1250); UX1, $21 ($30); UX2,
printed message on back, sl. soiling at T, $140
($150); UX9, $9.00 ($8.50); UXC2 var, albino
sur. of 1<1indicia, $105; Crash cover, 8/3/37
Cristobal, $76.

Original Designs 
(Continued from page 1)

Fig. 4. 15¢ design.

Fig. 6. 30¢ design.

These sketches were sent to the Bureau of

Engraving and Printing in Washington
where the final models were made by William
A. Roach and William K. Schrage. They
followed the sketches fairly closely, but again
made minor changes in all values. These
include: 5¢, length of fussilage of plane is
reduced and number of windows is reduced;
10¢, plane in lower left corner is moved up
and Anniversary legend is moved to left and
large space between the two lines is removed;
15<1. CANAL ZONE POSTAGE in white
letters on dark background on stamp, while
ZONE was dark on white on sketch; size of
propellers is reduced and mast added at front
of plane; AIR MAIL reduced in size and
horizon lowered with respect to value tablets;
25<1CANAL ZONE POSTAGE reduced in
size; TENTH ANNIVERSARY AIR MAIL
is centered on stamp and off-center on sketch;
AIR MAIL at lower left is on two lines on
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Fig. 7. $1 design.

stamp and 25th ANNIVERSARY is moved
to left; 30<1,CANAL ZONE POSTAGE re
duced in size; spaces between words of
TENTH ANNIVERSARY AIR MAIL de
creased from that on sketch; AIR MAIL at
lower left highlighted differently and OPEN
ING PAN AMA CAN AL centered under 25th
ANNIVERSARY; $1, "ONE DOLLAR"
changed to "1 DOLLAR"; CANAL ZONE
POSTAGE in white letters on dark back
ground, while POSTAGE on sketch is dark
letters on white background; lettering at
bottom of stamp different size and high
lighted differently on stamp.

The resulting set of six air mail stamps is a
masterpiece of design and engraving. The
15<1,25<1,and $1 denominations are especial
favorites of mine.

Stamp Market Tips
John_G~Ross_in his-regular column "Stamp

Market Tips" in Stamps magazine writes;

'i'Since 1979 stamps of Panama have been
used in the former U.S. Zone. I believe many
early issues ofthe Canal Zone, issued when it
was under U.S. administration, are still
underpriced and should be picked up now as
long as prices are fairly low. Some of the
more recent issues are scarce and are
definitely worth buying. In August 1958, five
air mail stamps, Scott Nos. C27-31, were
issued with the same design as the set
released in 1951. A total of 283,032 sets was
issued. While a few were used up in the mail,
complete sets in mint condition are difficult
to find. Scott for 1986 lists the five stamps for
$33.40, up $3.80 from the 1985 Catalogue.
Dealers are asking pretty close to full catalog
for well centered mint sets and even at that
high price they are difficult to find. Do not
wait too long; buy the set now. In a short
while, you will be glad you did."

CANAL ZONE
Comprehensive Stock Including singles,
plate blocks, FDC's, FFC's, B.O.B.,
stationery, covers and collateral material.

Send For Free Detailed List

Want Lists Services

C & H STAMPS
P.O. Box 6248, Teall Station

Syracuse, NY 13217
Phone (315) 472-1662

CZSG APS USPPS



Fig. 1. Cover from Western Australia to Canal Zone. Fig. 2. Cover from Australia to Canal Zone.

WANTED
C.Z. Plate Numbers of

overprinted issues
Send your list of numbers available

with price or write and I'll forward my
want list.

Possibly February 11th. was the departure
date of the ship for Cristobal.

There is no Cristobal registered mark on
the back, as there should be, but the Paraiso
double circle is dated February 17th.

It should also be noted that a New York
Exchange label for registered mail is
lacking.

The total elapsed time is two days over one
month.

W.M. O. SCHUMAN
829 Glen Road

Jenkintown, PA 19046

Mail Into The Canal Zone
By Lawson P. Entwistie

From time to time I have picked up covers
from various countries addressed to workers
in the Canal Zone, particularly those that are
dated before about 1918. As is to be expected,
such covers are usually found in rather poor
condition. Many of these, especially the
registered ones, clearly define the routing
and elapsed time for each segment. Surpris
ingly, mail was delivered from distant places
70-80 years ago as fast, or faster, than air
mail service to-day. Mail was forwarded
from one post office to another within the
Canal Zone with a speed and efficiency not
known at the present.

Over the next several issues of the CZP I
shall illustrate and describe some of the more
interesting covers.

The first one, Fig. 1. was mailed from
Kalgoorlie, Western Australia, on December
5, 1908, and was franked with two copies of
the 1d swan-type and one copy of the Y:,dto
make the 2Y:,dforeign rate. Kalgoorlie is the
famous gold mining camp, known as the
"Golden Mile", which yielded over 22 million
ounces of gold up to World War II. It is located
about 400 miles easterly from Perth.

The front has an attractively printed
cachet in blue ink with the flag in blue and
red. From the wording, the A. N. A. was a
lecture and debate group.

The route to the Canal Zone is not
indicated, but probably several shipping
lines were used because it took 52 days to
reach Ancon, arriving at that post office on
January 26, 1909 at 8 PM.

The letter went on the train to Pedro
Miguel the following morning with arrival
marked as 7:30 AM. It was determined
quickly that the addressee had been
transferred to Matachin, so the letter left at
10:30 AM with arrival at Matachin at noon,
but the addressee had gone to the Ancon
Hospital. The front was stamped
"Forwarded from Matachin" in red ink and
in script "Ward #1 Hospital at Ancon". This
left Matachin at 6 PM, with arrival back in
Ancon at 8 PM. Whether it was picked up by
a hospital messenger that night or the
following morning is not known.

The letter had been to four post offices,
Ancon twice, within 24 hours.

The reverse also has a very nice blue and
red seal that reads "Support Australian
Industries".

The second cover, Fig. 2, is also from
Australia and was mailed from Sydney, by
registered mail, on January 15, 1914. It is
franked with five copies of the 1d King
George V and a Y:,dKangaroo. It is addressed
to a marine engineer stationed at Paraiso.

The front has the Sydney registry label and
A.R. in an oval. The envelope is endorsed in
the upper left corner "Via R M S Sonoma".
The Sonoma belonged to the Oceanic
Steamship Co.

The letter arrived at the New York
Registry Division on February 8, 1915, and
for some unknown reason was -again
backstamped on February 9th. The trip from
Sydney to New York was 24 days.

The letter also has a backstamp of the U.S.
Sea Post double circle registered marking,
dated Feb. 11th. This is a scarce marking-.
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Fig. 2. Forged overprint.

Fig. 3. Forged overprint.

Fig. 4. Forged overprint.

Certified Mail
The U.S. certified maii service was avail

able to and from the Canal Zone starting on
Nov. 1, 1955, according to a letter from
Henry W. Beecher in The American Phila
telist.

Any overprint at a slight angle, such as the
Ye<1 shown here, is 99% certain to be forged.
The few exceptions to this rule are well
known, such as Scott No. 86, 5<1,where a

number of panes were found with the over
print at an angle (a larger angle than on the
Yz<1shown here).

The 1Ye<1 and 3<1overprints shown in Figs. 2
and 3 have quite irregular inking of the
overprint with some parts very light and
some rather heavy. I cannot recall observing
a similar variation in inking on a single
genuine stamp and this should be another
reason to suspect a stamp. Further analysis

requires a comparison of the form and spac
ing of the letters with genuine stamps.

Fig. 1. Canal Zone overprint!

Fakes and Fantasies
By Gilbert N. Plass

One of the most delightful fantasies that I
have seen in some time is shown in Fig. 1, the
2YzdJamaica stamp with a CANAL ZONE
overprint applied by someone with a great
imagination. This stamp was submitted by
Howard de Voe who also has the one shilling
denomination with a similar overprint.

Forged overprints of the CANAL ZONE
overprint on U.S. stamps seem to be appear
ing more frequently. Lawson Entwistle has
this group of three: forged normal overprint
on the Ye<1 (Fig. 2) and 1Ye<1 (Fig. 3), also the 3<1
with forged ZONE ZONE overprint (Fig. 4).

Use of Panama and
U.S. Stamps

on Same Cover
By Gilbert N. Plass

by manufacturers'

numbers & description
for sale.

Send for our list of

pee's, mint & used

stationery, FD's,

flight covers,
obliterators on cover,

also stamps,
mint & used in

singles & multiples.

We also fill want lists.

Give us a try.

Conroy Philatelic Company
P.O. Box 81

West Redding, CT 068960081

Canal Zone

Picture Post Cards

Fig. 1. Scott No. 73 on No. U5 envelope rated postage due.

A new example is shown in Fig. 1. This
cover bears the 2<1U.S. overprint, Scott No.
73 placed on the Panama overprinted envelope
Scott No. U5. It is tied with the Ancon
postmark of Aug. 2, 1924. The envelope was
valid for postage, but the person that prepared

The U.S. overprints were issued on July 1, this cover apparently did not believe this as
1924 and the Panama overprints had been he placed the 2<1overprint partly over the
withdrawn from sale the previous d.ay. T~e envelope stamp. This letter was addressed to
Panama overprinted stamps were still vahd London, England and required 5<1postage. It
for postage until Aug. 31, 1924, but not after was rated postage due and a 1Yzdpostage due
that date. Panama overprinted stationery stamp of England was added to collect this
with a printed corner card .however >yas amount. The exchange office that rated the
declared valid indefinitely .. Mixed frankmg postage due only gave credit for 2<1paid on ...

---of-l=U:;. and-I!a.nama-ov-eI']3I'-+foltetl-sta-mps-and--------rFliSletterand rated 1Yed or 3'<1due. Actual~l
stationery was thus possible. We have this letter was only 1<1underpaid and should
commented on this in the past (Whole No. 12, have been rated Yed due. In any case, an ,
p. 21; whole No. 14, p.12; Whole No. 27, p.15). interesting example of both U.S. and Panama
Apparently only a very few such examples overprints on the same 1924 cover.are known.
r
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Reinstated
485 Sheldon B. Smith, Jr.,

5603 Springfield Dr.,
Bethesda, MD 20816

1019 Raymond D. Lieberman,
7 Headley Place,
Iselin, NJ 08830

Resigned
150 Leland J. Spaulding
172 Otto J. Langer
554 Sister G.M. Shaughnessy

1151 Lawrence R Kratzke
1309 James A. Barr
1372 Timothy M. McRee
1385 Phillip Vogt

Deceased
178 Col. RA. Stevens

Robert A. Stevens
Word has been received that Robert A.

Stevens died on June 26, 1985 at the Gorgas
Army Hospital. Bob was a retired Colonel in
the Air Force and a member of the Gover
nor's Canal Zone Stamp Design Committee.
He was active in Panama and Canal Zone

stamp club circles and corresponded regu
larly with many CZSG members. Bob, for
years, was in almost daily contact with Canal
Zone Postal authorities and gladly answered
all requests for philatelic information. He
will be missed by all.

Election Committee Report
In accordance with the By-laws of the

Canal Zone Study Group, the Election Com
mittee is pleased to report the results of the
1985 election (for the 1986-87 term). The
committee distributed 838 combination bal
lots and dues notices and of the 658 members
who have paid their dues, 75 did not vote.
Thus we have had a 70%membership response
as far as the balloting is concerned (and a 79%
payment of dues). The polls will be kept open
until December 15, 1985, so it is reasonable to
conclude that the percentage of voting mem
bers will be slightly higher.

The full slate of nominated officers has

been accepted by an overwhelming majority
of the voting membership: Richard H. Salz,
president; Richard D. Bates, Jr., vice
president; Alfred R Bew, secretary; and
Richard D. Larkin, treasurer. The elected
directors are George R Campbell, Raymond
E. Erickson, and Lawson P. Entwistle.

In accordance with the By-laws, the follow
ing appointive positions have been made:
Gilbert N. Plass, editor; Lawson P. Entwis
tle, business manager; and William T. Moore,
advertising manager.

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Alfred R Bew

Chairman, Election Committee
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SESCAL '85
By David Leeds

Attendees at the recent CZSG regional
meeting at SESCAL '85 in Los Angeles
October 26, 1985 received an unexpected
treat with the generous participation of noted
philatelic expert HerbertJ. Bloch. Well known
for his long-time work with the Philatelic
Foundation, where his expertise is sought for
authentication of stamps and covers from
many nations, Bloch graciously answered
questions of specific interest to fellow CZSG
members. In reply to one questioner, he
stated that the 1904-06 8-cent registration
overprints (Scott #14, 15, 18, 19, 20) without
the "CAN AL ZONE" had "indeed been treated
harshly". The question of whether these had
actually been delivered to the CZ post office,
are proofs, or are printer's waste printed to
order is still in debate. (See Whole No. 67,
p.12).

In other highlights of the meeting, the
"ZONE-ZONE" and "wrong font" errors of
the sharp "A" overprinted issue of 1925 were
discussed and illustrated by David J. Leeds,
who also chaired the meeting. A message
from President Dick Salz on the status of the
forthcoming CZ handbook was read, as well
as a letter from Rick Schwartz surveying
current conditions in the market for CZ
philatelic material.

Mail Sale Report
As the mail sale was a month later than

usual, a full wind-up report is not ready as
there are still a number of unpaid invoices as
of December 1, 1985. Your committee trusts
that you slow-payers will have settled up
soon, as the vendors cannot be paid until their
lots have been paid for.

The second quarter CZP should have the
details (financial) down to the last penny in
the yearly financial report, and we will try
and get to you some more information such as
the number of lots sold (there are always a few
returns), various expenses, the most popular
lot, and other minutia. In the meantime, we
present a few of the numerous and laudatory
comments received with payments.

"The number of bidders, percent of suc
cessful bidders and percent of catalog realized
are fine testimony to the health of C.Z. Thanks
to you all who put the work into making this
happen." "Thought I should drop you a few
lines, along with the payment, to tell you how
good a mail sale you ran again. Some dealers
could learn lessons from the mail sale

committee." "I couldn't believe my eyes. My
first success in a CZSG sale since I joined the
group several years ago." "I've just received
the List of Prices Realized. Damn! I struck
out again!!" "Can't wait until next year."
"Thanks again for putting together a great
mail sale catalog. I didn't think it was possible
to improve on previous efforts, but the illustra
tions this year were excellent. All in all, the
catalog merits a 'VF-S' (NH?) rating." "My
personal thanks go to the mail sale committee
for making available to all of us 'Canal Zone
Nuts' this great opportunity to enrich our



Fig. 1. Scott No. 89, center stamp with broken "0".

But the story just begins there. When I got
back home and checked the cancellations

against the list and illustrations in Lawson
Entwistle's book, The Postal Markings a/the
Canal Zone (published as Canal Zone Study
Group Handbook No.5), I became aware of
some hidden beauty. The handstamps struck
clearly on each block were not the Hs-14a
illustrated for Albrook Field, but had the
center bar removed. Such a defaced hand- munications. (See the Bylaws, Whole No. 53, one because it is quite pronounced. Though
stamp is described on page 246 as the oblit- p. 31.) Sharing our findings with other mem- this variety is not listed in the "Detailed List
erator for Rio Hato. bers is an important aspect of our responsi- of Canal Zone Stamps" (See Whole No. 19, p.

Entwistle indicates that the Albrook Field bility as members. 11), it did get illustrated in Whole No. 48, p.
steel duplex that was defaced by removal of The Board of Directors is interested to 24, Why then do I bring it up again?

the-'centerki+]-er~ha"t-was-poss"i b11' used-a-gain--kl1uwa-b-out-Pl'Tlj-ects-youly(aylTavvstarted or .- 'I-have-ih-ree-Wucks-containi-ng-this-va-riety,-
at Albrook Field after its intended use at Rio may be contemplating. Any information you one a block of 4, one a block of 6, and the last a
Hato was no longer needed. In the Supple- may wish to provide would be very much blobk of 9 (See Fig. 1), The broken 0 variety
ment to Handbook No.5, this possibility is appreciated before the AMERIPEX show in stands out clearly on the UL copy of the block
made more definite on page 6 by citing the May 1986. We plan to hold a brief Board of four. But there is another feature to notice.
Canal Zone Postal Service files. Covers and meeting there to discuss future plans, now In the top margin of the stamp directly below
forms with dates in 1946, 1947, and 1948 are that "The Book" should have reached your the one showing the broken 0 there is a short
mentioned. The blocks I had found indicate hands. So if you are trying to organize or blue mark that looks like a plume extending
that valuable information can sometimes be complete a study of some aspect of Canal Zone from the border of the stamp directly above
obtained from items off cover as well. In the philately or postal history, do not be afraid to the space between the A and the T in STATES
plate number block of Scott No. 118 two ask for help or encouragement. Most members into the margin. (It may not show up too well
strikes of the defaced handstamp Hs-14a are are anxious to share their knowledge and in the photo, but it is easily spotted on the
shown with a date of Aug. 30,1947. The other enjoyment of a good find. Your work can actual stamp.) It is in the same color as the
block of No. 118 shows a partial strike of the become an important part of our expanding basic stamp, and is clearly present on two of
same handstamp with a 1947 date on the 15th knowledge of our favorite pastime. the blocks, but distinctly absent on the third.
of some month, but also shows the Albrook I am curious. Does anyone else have a multiple
Field roller RI-1. The first block of No. 105 showing the broken 0 variety plus the stamp
had a partial defaced Hs-14a in conjunction below it? Please let me know if you do, and
with a RI-1 roller, and the other had a •• whether the plume is present or absent.
complete Hs-14a dated Sep. 12, 1947 plus a CommIttee for OverprInts As the list (Whole No. 19, p. 11) indicates
complete M-3 machine cancellation of the on U.S. that there were 55,700 copies of this stamp

same date. This would support the idea that R' h d D B t J Ch' printed, and that four plates were used, only
the handstamp was returned to Albrook Field IC ar . a es, r., aIrman 557 sheets were overprinted. So there should
and, moreover, that it was used in conjunction In the Vice- President's Report that ap- only be about 140 possible broken 0 copies (if
with other devices in regular service there. peared in Whole No. 74, I referred to an full panes of 400 were overprinted, and the

Why do I describe this experience in this article that had appeared in Linn's Stamp broken letter was present throughout the
report? It serves to illustrate the value that News (page 16, June 25, 1973) proclaiming a printing.) If the plume is a plate flaw, then,
publiShed information can have in enhancing "Canal Zone Overprint Error in Limelight assuming roughly equal numbers of each
the enjoyment and appreciation of our avoca- after 40 years." I promised at that time to say plate were used, there should be about 35
tion. Before Entwistle's book became avail- a bit more about the article and the variety it possible plume-broken 0 pairs. Naturally
able, I would not have known an almost Rio described in a subsequent report. there is no hope of tracking them all down,
Hato from a Panama Hat-a. The article mistakenly states that the error but some idea of the relative frequency might

The Canal Zone Study Group was organized on the 3q: and 14q: values of the flat plate, provide a clue as to the details of the over-
to promote the collecting and study of philately sharp A overprint (Scott Nos. 85 and 89) has printing of this stamp. Moreover, a copy
and postal history of the Canal Zone and the "an inverted, intact capital C" in place of the leading to a margin or plate number may
Isthmus of Panama, including relevant 0 in Zone. Most experienced collectors know help us establish the position of this variety.
aspects of interoceanic transport and com- that this is a broken letter variety, and a nice So please let me know what you may have.

collections. My compliments to the 'chef' also.
She must be a lovely lady to put up with a
bunch of nutty guys concerned about 'my
home' which disappeared six years ago."

Of interest was the fact that there were 25
bidders out of 35 requests for catalogs of
which 12 were successful. We have never had
so many requests for catalogs, bids, and
successful ones from collectors who were not
members of the CZSG. This is all further
indication of the tremendous interest and
vitality in Canal Zone philately.

- West Coast Mail Sale Committee

Vice-President's Report 
(Continued/rom page 1)
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Fig. 1. Isthmian Canal Zone corner card in June 22, 1904 cover.

Earliest Recorded Dates

APS

GZSG

Extremely Fine Copy Tied "BaHia,
Canal Zone - June 30, 1904" C.D.S.,
Extremely Fine, Photo Postcard

Rare Use as Single

Almost all known No.1 covers

have strips of 3
With 1985 P. F. Certificate

$1,500.00

WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED IN

CANAL ZONE STAMPS OR COVERS?

JACK E. MOLESWORTH, INC.
88 Beacon Street

Boston, Mass 02108

Phone

(617) 523-2522SPA

CSA

The Hopkinson trophy is given for the best
20th century US stamp exhibit by a BIA
member at a national exhibition.

Nice going!
- R.H. Salz

c. Z. No.1

Book Reviews
By David L. Farnsworth

Panamanian Politics: From Guarded

Nation to National Guard by Steve c. Ropp
(N ew York: Praeger Publishers, 1982) (ISBN
0-03-060622-5), 151 pages, $27.95.

This is an interesting book with a
somewhat different perspective. It is a
history of Panama's domestic political
system. The United States enters as a
meddling outside power and as a constraint
on Panama's normal political development.

The central theme is the growth of the
Panamanian National Guard from its small
beginning to a highly political organization
with responsibility for national defense. This
slim volume focuses on the Torrijos era.
Torrijos' coalitions with various internal and
external groups are analysed in particular.

This is an excellent handbook on Panama's
domestic politics. It explains a system which
many North Americans may consider
irrational.

Panama Odyssey by William J. Jorden
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1984)
(ISBN 0-292-76469-3). 746 pages, $24.50.

Most of this book is based upon
Ambassador Jorden's own experiences. He
was an active participant and observer of
U.S. - Panama relationships and
negotiations, especially in the critical years
1972-1978.

Jorden's name is not a household word even
to those of us who followed the negotiations
and Congressional activity at the time.
However, Jorden was on the spot at many
important and interesting events, and tells us
about them in this outstanding and engaging
book.

Date
Dec. 31. 1924
Jan. 31. 1927
Feb. 1, 1933
Apr. 29, 1948
Dec. 22, 1952
Oct. 4, 1951
Jan. 20, 1958

Some earlier dates for the use of envelopes
than those recorded in the new Postal Sta
tionery of the Canal Zone have been submitted
by John C. Smith (UPSS No. 12)and by Elliot
W. Coleman (all others).

Scott No. UPSS No.
U9 10
U9 12
U9 14
U16 46
U16 47
UC3 A9
UC3 All

cover. Virtually all such covers were prepared
by philatelists, but this should not detract
from their value. A number of covers are
known addressed to Mr. Ohlson and it is
presumed that he was a philatelist.

Winners
At the East Bay Collectors Club in Oak

land, California on September 7 and 8, the
Reserve Grand Award was won by Tom
Brougham for his Canal Zone Airmail
exhibit.

At NOJEX '85 on October 11-13 at Secau
cus, New Jersey, Richard F. Larkin won a
gold award and the Walter W. Hopkinson
Memorial Trophy for his exhibit "Booklet
Panes and Covers - US and Possessions."

A cover with the Canal Zone 5¢ Hamilton
Bank Note stamp and also a 10c stamp of
France is submitted by James Helme. The
stamps are postmarked" COLON A BOR
DEAUX / L. O. (?) No.2 / 25/ OCT / 09" The
5~ Canal Zone stamp should have paid the
foreign rate to France, so why was the addi
tional French stamp added to the envelope?
If you can explain this, advise your Editor or
Dr. Helme.

Cover to France

Scott No. 23a on Cover

Early Cover
An interesting cover is shown in Fig. 1used

before the first Canal Zone stamps. It has the
corner card of the "ISTHMIAN CANAL
ZONE, .EXECUTIVE OFFICE" and is ad
dressed to Andover, New York. It is post
marked in Panama on June 22, 1904 and is
backstamped in New York on June 30th and
in Andover on July 3 (the date is not entirely
clear). This cover was submitted by Julius
Grigore.

An interesting cover bearing Scott No. 23a,
horizontal pair, imperforate between, and in
addition Scott Nos. 21 (2 copies), 23, and 27
has been submitted. It is a registered letter
postmarked Nov. 9, 1909 at Ancon and sent to
Mr. Elmer F. Ohlson, c-o Ancon Hospital,
Ancon, Canal Zone. Examples of the rarer
Canal Zone errors are not often found on

Fig. 1. Scott No. 23a, horiz. pair, imperf. btw., on cover.
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